
Geodes



Problem

Can you tell the difference between a rock and a geode 
without using physical force?



Variables
• Independent Variable 

The size of the rocks and geodes 
• Dependent Variable 

The rocks density, mass, volume and the geodes density, mass, volume
• Control Variables 

• The amount of water to measure the rocks density 
• The amount of rocks per pair 
• The measurement used (grams)



Research

• What are geodes?
-A small cavity carved out in a geode lined with crystal or other mineral matter 

• How are geodes formed?
-Geodes are formed by hole or cavity in the rock where adventraly minerals including 
silca seep in the rock creating a layer to protect the crystal inside 

• How do you find geodes?
-Geodes will have an obvious spherical shape and are less dense than a rock due to 
the cavity inside 

• Different types of geodes?
-there are Pyrite geodes and Fluorescent geodes, Pyrite geodes area shiny yellow 
colored material often mistaken for gold, then the Fluorescent geode will glow under 
ultraviolet light     



5 Vocab words you need to know

Geode 
-A small cavity carved out in a geode lined with crystal or other mineral matter 

Mass 
-a coherent, typically large body of matter with no definite shape.

Volume
-a scalar quantity expressing the amount of three-dimensional space enclosed 
by a closed surface

Density 
-degree of consistency measured by the quantity of mass per unit volume.

Geology 
-the science that deals with the earth's physical structure and substance, its 
history, and the processes that act on it.



Hypothesis

If you take two visibly similar sized rocks (one rock one geode) and then find density of both 

Then you will be able to determine which one is the geode without using physical force  

Because a hollowed center will give the geode less mass, which means a lower density



Materials

• -Geodes 

• -Rocks 

• -Graduated cylinder

• -Scale 

• -Hammer 

• -Pillow case 

• -Pen & notebook



Procedure

-Select 5 pairs of 1 rock and 1 geode with similar size mixing them together so you 

can’t select which is which ahead of time

-Feel both the rock and geode without lifting 

-Weigh each item in the pair 

-Find density between each item in pair 

-Make an educated guess on which is rock and which is geode 

-Put the one you guessed was a geode in a pillow case and carefully break it open 

-Finally record results 



Data Collection Table 
Sight Touch Pick up Weight Density Geode 

Geuss Y/N

Answer 

Pair 1 #1 -Round -Rough Heavier 340g 85 N Rock

Pair 1 #2 -Rough -Rough Lighter 242g 60.5 Y Geode

Pair 2 #1 -Rough -Rough heavier 359g 89.75 N Rock

Pair 2 #2 -Crystal -crumbly lightier 266g 66.5 Y Geode 

Pair 3 #1 -Round -Rough lighter 172g 86 Y Geode

Pair 3 #2 -Flat -smooth heavier 252g 126 N Rock

Pair 4 #1 -Bumpy -Rough heavier 145g 145g N Rock

Pair 4 #2 -Crystals -Bumpy Lighter 158g 158 Y Geode 

Pair 5 #1 -Round Rough lighter 95g 95 y Geode

Pair 5 #2 -Sharp side -Rough heavier 78g 78 N Rock



Data Analysis

• The data shows which rock was the geode before opening the guessed geode 

• Using the knowledge we had on geodes we used sight, touch, and weigh to 
find the goede 

• With the knowledge we had we guessed correctly each time

• Most of the geodes had lighter colorings with a spherical shape



Data Analysis Graph



Conclusion

• My hypothesis was accepted because we were able to determine which 
rock was the geode without using physical phorce 

• During our experiment we learned about density, mass, volume, geode, 
and geology 

• If I were to do this experiment again I would have used more rock 
pairs and I would have used more determining factors to guess the 
geode. We would also get geodes from different sources 



Application 

• People should care what our project is on because it could help them 
find the difference between a rock and geode 

• If I were to do this experiment again I would have used more rock 
pairs and I would have used more determining factors to guess the 
geode and we would get our geodes from different sources 
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